




raise the alarm beautiful breath

in and out …
in and out …
in and out …

by necessity I am breather, it is the only way I am,
atmospherically dependent, a singular economy, uniquely what I breathe,
separate, self-enclosed, breathing own air, in a climate of self-care tools, 
a personalised and addictive fragrance, signature scent, soothing away my
sadness, anxiety, and pain, Aldehydes, Ylang-Ylang, Neroli, Bergamot and Lemon, Iris, 
Jasmine, Orris Root, Lily of the Valley and Rose, Civet, Amber, Sandalwood, Musk, 
Vetiver, Vanilla, Patchouli, and Moss, fresher, earthier, airier, a beauty 
landscape distinguishing my sweat, my labour, my difference, 
my sovereignty and solidarity oppose

In and out …

and so, our imaginary inscapes build, invisible worlds of memory and affect, 
and emotion, subjective and culturally variable, prioritising the visual,
not quite conscious, uncanny, entering the body, trans-corporeal exchanges 
of molecules and bio-chemical reactions, interspecies relations, kinships 
and productions, inseparable human and bacteria, the sum of the body 
and its microbes, the collaboration of everything within, though not without, 
inhaling the olfactory other, smell describing unlikeness, so few words for scent 
or smell, only that it is good or bad or like something else, industrial, overcrowded, 
dirty, miasmic, difficult to tell

In and out …

as individuals we divide into different pockets of differently conditioned air, social worlds 
broken into social spaces, sensory universes and bubbles of different realities, by which the 
sense of smell is leveraged, sensations commodified, adapted, hacked, to stimulate the 
nervous system and adrenal cortex, to institute a nightmare, alter reality, multitudes 
dispossessed, dissonant, nose loop, closed loop, marketing loop, down and round and round 
and up and round again, the colonial foundations of bioprospecting cannot be ignored, 
fragrance materials infused with extracts of fear and olfactory racism, not conditioned to 
others differently aired, differently attuned, so builds our mental infrastructure, the brain’s 
biased model of the world, fuel for the fire of control

in and out …

individualistic, nationalistic, despotic, totalitarian norms raise flags to mark the air as
their own, as if it can be partitioned or privately owned, smell that doesn’t respect
borders or privacy, haunts the future, designer gas, poison cloud, how soon we
forget the calculated brutality, that looked through glass at abstract shapes moving
in the chemists’ climatology, Auschwitz, Palestine, Syria, Ukraine, there is no anxiety 
free, unproblematic being, the air is not innocent, weaponised, ruled by force, the 
place of war, when the body was targeted in its environment we were lost, as 
unmanned drones fly, we do not smell the stink of death, only feel the terror, mimicking 
the outpouring of low creeping gas that smells of pineapple and black pepper

in and out …

permanent terror, terror terror terror, and slow slow violence, and olfactory manipulation, 
assassins quietly interrupting life, new types of terrorism, new forms of control, new 
vulnerabilities, new ways of being, on which the residues of capital production cling, alienated 
in the medium, human carbon living in gas and radiology, problematic air fills the mind with the 
contents of the lungs, toxins accumulate, everything contaminated, immune systems 
compromised, struggling with each unvalued breath, the technology of the last century leaches 
into this, forged in factories by blackened bodies, in the industrial meteorology we are all made 
enemy, subject to societal destruction, wealth transfer and asset stripping austerity 

in and out … 

day by day immersed in the mass media, living in the information analogue to gas warfare, in 
data streams and systems of signs and strategically generated trend climates, in algorithmic 
sine waves, coercive words travel in illusionary vectors, in newspapers, radio, TV, streaming, 
social, agents of hallucinatory structures broadcast, soundwaves, WIFI, crossing borders, from 
cell to cell and satellite, influencer influenced, followers follows, likes, dislikes, and echoes, 
entire populations buffeted by deadly communications, and symbolic and real aggression, that
circulates and eddies, info wars influence with viral force and weather fronts rise, prayers are 
useless in the cultural revolutionary blitzkrieg raining down on the good in human nature

in and out …

violence in art, violence in aesthetic modernity’s critical motif, portraits of permanent 
revolution, artworks constructed in permanent terror, modern air, modern art, PTSD,
continually integrating the horrifying and the viable in culture, applying force against 
faith and love, and hope, the invisible forces illustrate, to what end? Amazon, Facebook, 
authoritarian states, and nefarious players employ commercial misinformation with
artistic virtuosity, to influence our thoughts and actions, to profit and destabilise, in
essences of apple blossom sky and love, we are carried to incoherent protests, hate 
and division, and intoxicating mistrust and misanthropy, factions, doctrine, and ideology, 
stoking civil war, standing armies, mercenaries, raise the alarm, oh beautiful breath

in and out …

after the gas terrorist, the thermal terrorist, the nuclear terrorist, the state terrorist, after 
the incorporated terrorist, the cultural terrorist, the info terrorist, the economic terrorist, 
the extra-legal terrorist, after the eco terrorist, the atmospheric terrorist, the geophysical 
terrorist, the ionic terrorist, after the bad surprise, more bad surprise that’s harder to 
survive, the same dangers, bullets, shelling, rocket assaults, airstrikes, destroy from the air, 
bombarding, to demoralise, the forthcoming war will be total war and new categories of 
attack against the basic means, by any means, as thermobaric vacuum bombs suck life 
from the air, high temperature explosions in the atmosphere foreshadow perfect technical 
storms of unprecedented cruelty and futures of dust

in and out …

war on resources, war on nature, war on ecology, environmental violence, under the
scientist’s and media’s control, sympathetic air conditions ruined, selfish freedoms and 
fossil fuels fan the flames and burn holes in the structure of the future, the future is 
incorporated, the future has been sold, the future is combustible, crucible, tinder, fire, the 
air heats up, too hot, too cold, rivers in the sky drop waters that rise and simultaneously 
deplete, food producing land becomes desert, crops reduce, and concoctions of pesticides 
and antidepressants pollute, under the canopy of different coloured skies, ionospheric 
captives flee to hungry settlements the size of countries, home to the already stateless 

in and out …

war on war, war on its own account, war’s accounts, ledgers, money in and out, 
permanent war, permanent arms economy, permanent debt, war tech developed in 
wartime, develops in peace time too, in its peaceful use, smart dust, smart skies, isobars 
and arrows chart the generation and elimination of stormy weather, multiply its forces, 
dusting and supercharging clouds with electric shocks, making it snow, forcing raindrops to
grow, to control the ionosphere, the earth’s biosphere is useful disruptively, who owns the 
weather weapon will have geophysical control, our existence is now governed from a 
space man’s point of view, high above the battlefield ego dominates, everything is small, 
and intangible crime is slips away

In and out …

culturally specific air has been armed with essence of body odour and skin, odour printed 
profiles electronically disperse the smell of war to create war, the scent of decaying flesh 
invites carrion eating flies, the scent of kinship creates surprising allies, disguising lies, lies, 
lies, and provides unexpected results at the ballot box, old and young ghosts, 
phantasmagoria and other beings known to Death, the constituent inhabitants of air come 
forwards in protest and whisper words of warning, remember what we have forgotten, 
forget what we do not understood, set guilt aside and mobilise psychological defences 
against the markets, and the idea that the individual is the only unit of social importance, 
take back life from its modern state of thingification

in and out ….

our ability to breathe, communicate, and organise is being controlled, resist, and fight, for 
atmospheric justice, not in conflict but cooperation, and new duty of care, for the climatic 
and others different aired, and the good in nature and democratic society, in freedom and 
independence the free formation of opinion, co-evolve, positive atmospheric design, 
connected to a spiritual cosmology, with spiritual purpose, let empathy activate our 
olfactory imaginations, let smell generate better futures, the air we breathe makes us one, 
shared air, clean air, new air, fair air, sit, listen, to the rustling breeze though silver leaves, 
to the bees, to nature, our guide, collaborating with the primary medium of existence

in and out …

REPEAT

 

(Poem to be performed with gong in high-heel shoes)
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Something smells bad. 
A woman who not owning her 

own data, makes the tiniest act 
of disruption to stop the stink.
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short story Apple Blossom Sky.


